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The short chapter format focuses on what might be called "high points" of what Byron was doing at a particular time in his career, as seen through the eyes of the author. The brevity and focus on action allow for only limited attention to wider contexts and to what Byron thought about his impact. The final chapter on Byron's time as university professor at St. Joseph's is an exception for its inclusion of Byron's commentary on society and values, and on his own life. However, citation of sources is informal throughout the essay, with quotes being employed but not fully documented. There is a "Notes" section (121-24) with two sequences of notes, each starting at one; two notes are either omitted or numbered incorrectly in the second sequence (123). The exploration and interpretation of events are suggestive, not exhaustive, as the treatment of Byron's presidency at The Catholic University illustrates.
The chapter on Byron's ten years from 1982 to 1992 as president at Catholic University is the longest in the essay at thirteen pages (75-88). But even thirteen pages require that Samway condense the theological, ecclesial, and legal issues that embroiled Curran, Byron, and Catholic University. Curran had been granted tenure in 1971, but the question of his teaching in his area of expertise arose from Vatican investigation, subsequent to his being tenured, into his body of work that increasingly was attracting controversy. Samway tries to convey some insight into how Byron steered the university between expectations for full academic freedom and the restrictions on who might teach Catholic theology deriving from the university's pontifical status. On one hand, Samway explains that Byron proposed a concept of "ecclesial limits" to academic freedom, a concept intended to accommodate both academic freedom and ecclesial expectations (84-85). On the other, Samway describes an airport meeting between Curran and Byron at which Curran suggested, for what reason Samway does not specify, that Byron should resign. Byron is quoted as responding: "There are approximately 400 members of the faculty and I am not about to quit because of one faculty member" (84).
Samway's account cannot present either the situation and/or the intentions of the key actors in a depth equal to the complexity and importance of the issues. That he includes mention of the airport meeting could suggest that he approves of Byron's resoluteness in refusing to resign at Curran's suggestion. However, the lack of citations-of a page reference for the concept of "ecclesial limits" in Byron's 1989 Quadrangle Conversations or of the conversation between Curran and Byron-diminishes the objectivity of the account. In a critical biography, the motivations of those involved might have been explored in some depth and the entire case situated in context of years of discussions and tensions between Catholic higher education, chiefly but not solely in the United States, and the Vatican. Those discussions led up to the publication in
